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ABSTRACT
The presence of systematic modulations in the colour distributions in composite sam-
ples of globular clusters associated with galaxies in the Virgo and Fornax clusters has
been reported in a previous work. In this paper we focus on the 27 brightest galaxies
in Virgo, and in particular on NGC 4486, the dominant system in terms of globular
cluster population. The new analysis includes ≈ 7600 cluster candidates brighter than
g =24.5 (or T1≈ 23.70). The results indicate the presence of the characteristic Virgo
pattern in these galaxies and that this pattern is detectable over a galactocentric range
from 3 to 30 Kpc in NGC 4486. This finding gives more support to the idea that the
pattern has been the result of an external, still not identified phenomenon, capable of
synchronizing the cluster formation in a kind of viral process, and on supra-galactic
scales (also having, presumably, an impact on the overall star formation history in the
entire Virgo cluster).
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1 INTRODUCTION
The so called globular clusters (GCs) colour ”bi-modality”
has been a dominant paradigm for almost 25 years. In short,
the term describes that in general, and with a few exceptions
(see, for example, Sesto et al. 2016) the integrated colour
distributions of GCs in bright galaxies are dominated by
two cluster populations: ”blue” and ”red” GCs (e.g. Brodie
& Strader 2006; Harris et al. 2017).
A first step towards exploring this issue beyond bi-
modality was presented in Forte (2017) (F2017 in what fol-
lows), who performed an analysis of composite GC samples
associated with galaxies in the Virgo and Fornax galaxy clus-
ters. That work introduced an elementary pattern recogni-
? E-mail: planeta.jcf@gmail.com
tion technique, based on the frequency of given colours in
composite samples of GCs in different galaxies.
This approach, using the ACS photometry by Jorda´n
et al. (2009) and Jorda´n et al. (2015), led to the discovery
of distinct modulations in the (g−z)o (reddening corrected)
GC colours in both galaxy clusters, that were termed as the
Template V irgo Pattern and Template Fornax Pattern
(TV P and TFP , respectively). The Virgo pattern is char-
acterized by the (g − z)o colours listed in Table 1 of F2017
(namely, 0.74, 0.85, 0.95, 1.05, 1.13, 1.21, 1.29, 1.39, 1.48,
1.60 and 1.72). Values in brackets along the following text
identify a given colour in the TV P .
The basic idea is that composite GC samples may en-
hance the presence of possible common features as, for ex-
ample, ”peaks” or ”valleys” in the GCs colour distribution
(GCCD in what follows). The colour modulations are most
evident for GCs in moderately bright early type galaxies,
with Mg from -20.2 to -19.2, but they were also found in
c© 2018 The Authors
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some GC sub− samples of the brightest galaxies in these
clusters (e.g.NGC 4474 andNGC 4486 in Virgo;NGC 1399
and NGC 1404 in Fornax). The TV P is in fact a ”die-hard”
feature as it survives after splitting the GCs sample in terms
of cluster brightness, galaxy brightness or spatial position as
described in F2017.
After rejecting the incidence of field contamination, in-
strumental, and statistical effects, the conclusion in F2017
was that the colour patterns are not spurious but have a
physical entity. On statistical grounds, Monte Carlo mod-
els along the lines described in Forte, Faifer & Geisler (2007)
(FFG07 in what follows), indicate that the probability of
having a colour pattern with the properties of the TV P as
the result of statistical fluctuations in a GC sample with ≈
1500 objects, is practically null (i.e., below 0.001).
This paper focusses on GCs in the brightest Virgo clus-
ter galaxies and extends the previous uni-dimensional anal-
ysis (colour) to a bi-dimensional space (colour-magnitude).
In particular, we study the 27 brightest galaxies in Virgo
(Mg from -23.0 to -19.2 ) since, for fainter galaxies, the GCs
colour pattern is not evident and appears only marginally
in some cases.
The galaxy sample now includes 12 giant galaxies
(brighter than Mg =-20.2), not discussed in F2017, and
among them, NGC 4486, the dominant system in terms of
the GC population. The outer regions of this system are ex-
plored using previously published Washington photometry
(FFG07).
2 REVISITING THE TEMPLATE VIRGO
PATTERN.
In this section we revisit the so called
Template V irgo Pattern using the same pattern recogni-
tion technique presented in F2017 although introducing
two changes in the strategy of the data analysis.
First, by performing an analysis of the HST − ACS
photometric errors given in Jorda´n et al. (2009), we found
that the colour pattern can be more clearly detected adopt-
ing a limiting magnitude go = 24.5, i.e., half a magnitude
brighter than the cut-off in F2017. With this magnitude
limit, the ”colour spread function” (CSF ; the function that
results after combining photometric errors and the smooth-
ing gaussian kernel), allows the resolution of colour peaks at
a level of ≈ 0.07 mags. in (g − z)o.
Second, the finding routine was run on each of the
27 brightest galaxies in Virgo, instead of grouping galaxies
within a sampling window defined in the colour vs. absolute
magnitude diagram. This approach eventually removes the
chance that the observed pattern is a result of the type of
adopted GC sampling.
The galaxy sample is listed in Table 1 and is ordered
by decreasing brightness, as in Table 1 of Ferrarese et al.
(2006), who present structural photometric parameters for
these galaxies. Table 1 gives the galaxy identification, (g−z)o
colour shifts (see below), galactocentric range, and number
of sampled GCs with go=20.0 to 24.5.
We remark that the GC sample in Table 1 is a factor of
three times larger than that defined by clusters in the mod-
erately bright galaxies (Mg from -20.2 to -19.2) discussed in
F2017.
Figure 1. Smoothed relative (g − z)o colour frequency corre-
sponding to 311 peaks found on the GC sample belonging to the
27 galaxies listed in Table 1. The cluster colours are the original
photometric data (corrected by interstellar extinction). Vertical
lines indicate to the TV P colours.
Running the colour peak finding routine (PFR in what
follows) on each individual galaxy shows that, as a gen-
eral trend in giant galaxies, the colour patterns are difficult
to find within galactocentric radii (Rgal) smaller than 40
′′.
For these galaxies we set a galactocentric search range from
40′′to 100′′. For the remaining ones, the galactocentric do-
main was set from 0′′to 100′′.
The results from the PFR reveals the presence of 311
colour peaks (corresponding to a total of 4289 GCs) whose
smoothed distribution, adopting a Gaussian kernel of 0.015
mag. (as in F2017), is shown in Fig. 1. This diagram, nor-
malized by the total number of colour peaks, indicates the
relative frequency of each colour peak (irrespective of the
number of GCs with that colour) and shows nine coinci-
dences with the TV P . The differences between each colour
peak and that of the nearest colour in the TV P , leads to a
rms =0.016. The situation is poorly defined regarding the
reddest TV P features, at [1.60] and [1.72].
The nature of the peaks outside the GCs colour range is
difficult to asses. In an speculative way, these features could
arise in field objects as they do not show any obvious spatial
concentration towards the galaxy centres.
The outputs from the PFR also indicate that, in some
cases, the whole TV P is detectable although with some
small shifts in colour. NGC 4472, the brightest Virgo galaxy,
is a good example as its GCCD shows all the TV P features,
although shifted by +0.05 mag in (g − z)o. Similar system-
atic shifts are also detectable in other galaxies with well
populated GCs systems.
The shifts that bring a given pattern into agreement
with the TV P (by minimizing the rms of the differences
between each colour peak and the nearest one in the TV P ),
are listed in Table 1.
As noted in F2017, these shifts are within the uncer-
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Figure 2. Smoothed relative (g − z)o colour frequency corre-
sponding to 311 peaks found on the GC sample belonging to the
27 galaxies listed in Table 1. Some of the cluster colours (cor-
rected by interstellar extinction) have been shifted according to
the values listed in that table. Vertical lines indicate the TV P
colours.
tainties in the adopted interstellar reddening. In fact, the
rms of the original infra-red emission vs. colour excess map
calibration by Schlafly & Finkbeiner (2011) is close to ±
0.03 mag. in E(B − V ) that corresponds to ± 0.05 mag. in
(g − z).
The results from the PFR, after adopting the colour
shifts listed in Table 1, lead to the relative frequency distri-
bution displayed in Fig. 2. This diagram, compared to the
previous one, shows an overall increase of the contrast of the
peaks and also a decrease of the rms value to 0.010.
3 THE COMPOSITE GLOBULAR CLUSTERS
COLOUR DISTRIBUTIONS IN THE 27
BRIGHTEST VIRGO GALAXIES.
In what follows we present the GCCDs (normalized by to-
tal numbers of GCs), both in the discrete and smoothed
histogram versions. The colour-bin size (0.04 mag) and the
Gaussian kernel (0.015 mag) are those discussed in F2017.
The differences between the colour peaks found by the
pattern recognition routine and those of the nearest colour
in the TV P definition, leads to a rms value that is an indi-
cator of the agreement between both patterns. This rms is
calculated for colour peaks within the colour range (g − z)o
from 0.80 to 1.60, characteristic of old GCs.
In order to derive the composite GCCDs, the clusters
belonging to the galaxies listed in Table 1 were combined in
three different groups (separated by blank lines in the table)
containing approximately the same number of GCs each.
The GCCD corresponding to galaxies brighter than
Mg =-21.8, including NGC 4472, 4486 and 4649 (with 1447
GCs), is displayed in Fig. 3. The vertical lines in this figure
Figure 3. (g−z)o colour distribution corresponding to a compos-
ite GC sample that includes 1447 objects in the three brightest
Virgo giants: NGC 4472, 4486 and 4649 and within a galactocen-
tric range from 40′′ to 100′′. The GC colours have been shifted ac-
cording to Table 1. Vertical lines correspond to the TV P colours.
Dots indicate the colour peaks found by the PFR.
(and in following ones) correspond to the TV P colours, while
dots indicate the colour peaks found by the PFR. The rms
corresponding to the differences between the detected peaks
and those that define the TV P is ±0.016 (eight peaks).
In this case the feature at [0.85] is barely detectable.
This is consistent with results available in the literature (see,
for example, Escudero et al. 2018) showing that the inner
regions of giant galaxies are usually dominated by red GCs
while the bluer globulars are less abundant.
Fig. 4 is the GCCD corresponding to nine less mas-
sive giants (Mg =-20.2 to -21.8; from NGC 4406 to 4762
in Table 1; 1411 GCs). This group has a slightly larger rms
(±0.018 mag) compared with the previous one (± 0.016),
and again, the colour peak at [0.85] is not evident.
As expected, the reddest TV P peaks in this galaxy
group are less prominent than those in the more massive,
and more chemically enriched, ones displayed in Fig. 3.
Finally, the GCCD corresponding to 1431 GCs in fif-
teen moderately bright galaxies (Mg =-19.2 to -20.2) is de-
picted in Fig. 5. This figure shows all the TV P peaks from
[0.85] to [1.39] and yields an rms of only 0.007 mag. This
group shows a prominent blue peak at [0.85]. This can be
expected since, being smaller in angular size, their outer re-
gions fall within the real coverage of the ACS photometry.
The determination of the TV P colours in F2017 was
based on a galaxy sample that included galaxies fainter than
Mg=-20.2. However, this section shows that this pattern can
be also consistently recognized in the composite GCCD cor-
responding to the twelve giant galaxies listed in Table 1. Fur-
thermore, the two brightest galaxies in Virgo (NGC4472,
and 4486) have individual GCCDs where the TV P pattern
is easily recognizable (see below).
MNRAS 000, 1–?? (2018)
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Figure 4. (g − z)o colour distribution corresponding to a com-
posite sample of 1411 GCs belonging to nine giant galaxies in
Table 1 (from NGC 4406 to 4762). Vertical lines correspond to
the TV P colours. Dots indicate the colour peaks found by the
PFR.
The presence or absence of some colour peaks, at the
blue or red edges of the GCCDs, can be explained in terms
of the different chemical enrichment levels that character-
ize each galaxy group. In general, the most massive galaxies
(with high chemical enrichment) will show red TV P com-
ponents that become less evident or absent in lower mass
galaxies.
Conversely, low mass galaxies will exhibit blue TV P
components (that are less prominent in the inner regions of
massive galaxies). The smoothed colour magnitude diagram
for the 4289 GCs sample corresponding to all the galaxies
listed in Table 1, is shown in Fig. 6.
For constructing this diagram, the go magnitudes and
(g− z)o colours were mapped as components of a 501× 501
matrix defined between go = 20.0 and 25.0, and (g−z)o from
0.5 to 2.0. The IRAF routine gauss was run on this matrix,
generating a FITS image after adopting a colour kernel of
0.015 mag, and a g magnitude kernel of 0.25 mag. The first
value is that used in the F2017 uni-dimensional analysis
while the second one was set after trial − and− error runs
(with go magnitude kernels ranging from 0.10 to 0.50 mag)
aiming at enhancing the presence of the colour pattern.
Fig. 6 is a false-colour display of the FITS image (after
adopting a proper minimum/maximum range and contrast)
and shows a highly structured GCCD. The contour of the
Gaussian kernel is shown at the upper right in this diagram.
The expectation is that, if the colour patterns are not ran-
dom effects, they should show some coherence in the colour
magnitude plane. In fact, Fig. 6 indicates that the colour
modulations are not the result of localized data ”clumps”
but, rather, distinct structures spanning different ranges in
apparent magnitude and coincident with the TV P colours,
shown as vertical lines (see Section 6). The ”widths” of these
Figure 5. (g−z)o colour distribution for 1431 GCs corresponding
to fifteen moderately bright galaxies listed in Table 1 (from NGC
4459 to 4578). Vertical lines correspond to the TV P colours. Dots
indicate the colour peaks found by the PFR.
structures are in fact set by a combination of the CSF and
the convolving kernel.
A remarkable feature in the last diagram is the presence
of two blue peaks [0.85; 0.95] that appear in most of the
individual galaxies listed in Table 1.
4 THE TEMPLATE VIRGO PATTERN IN NGC
4486
NGC 4486 is a well known paradigm of the so called ”high
Sn” galaxies (e.g. Tamura et al. 2006) and is the dominant
system in Virgo in terms of its GCs population. F2017 noted
that the TV P can be detected at some galactocentric radii
and position angles ranges (see fig. 22 and 23 in that paper).
The presence of the TV P is seen in Fig. 7 where the
GCCD corresponds to 762 clusters with ACS photometry
and galactocentric radii from 40′′to 90′′. This diagram shows
seven coincidences with the TV P with an rms of 0.019.
A disagreement is seen for the bluest GCs for which the
[0.85] feature appears some 0.04 mag. redder than expected.
The behaviour of the bluest GC colours is similar to that
described in the previous discussion regarding blue GCs in
the inner regions of massive galaxies.
In what follows we discuss the eventual detectability of
the TV P in the outer regions of NGC 4486 using the pho-
tometry presented by FFG07. These ground based obser-
vations were obtained with the the Mayall 4−m telescope
at KPNO, and adopting the (C − T1) colour index defined
with these two passbands of the Washington photometric
system.
A key issue in this context is a reliable determination
of the (g − z)o vs (C − T1)o colour-colour relation, aiming
at obtaining the equivalent TV P colours in the (C − T1)o
colour scale. This can be carried out using the Gemini−griz
MNRAS 000, 1–?? (2018)
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Figure 6. Smoothed colour-magnitude diagram for 4289 GCs
corresponding to all the galaxies listed in Table 1 (within the
indicated galactocentric ranges, and adopting the indicated colour
shifts). The vertical lines correspond to the TV P colours. White
dots represent individual GCs. The contour of the convolving
kernel is shown at upper right.
Table 1. GCs samples (go=20.0 to 24.5) in the 27 brightest Virgo
galaxies.
NGC (g − z)o shift Gal. range ′′ N of GCs
4472 -0.05 40-100 330
4486 -0.00 40-100 762
4649 -0.02 40-100 355
4406 +0.05 40-100 172
4382 +0.03 40-100 176
4374 -0.02 40-100 203
4365 0.00 40-100 304
4526 +0.02 40-100 97
4621 +0.01 40-100 144
4552 -0.02 40-100 176
4473 0.00 40-100 99
4762 0.00 40-100 40
4459 0.00 0-100 128
4442 0.00 0-100 128
4754 0.00 0-100 61
4267 0.00 0-100 129
4371 0.00 0-100 120
4570 0.00 0-100 90
4435 0.00 0-100 120
4660 0.00 0-100 143
4530 0.00 0-100 113
4564 0.00 0-100 113
4340 0.00 0-100 29
4417 0.00 0-100 61
4638 0.00 0-100 58
4478 0.00 0-100 90
4578 0.00 0-100 48
Figure 7. Discrete bin and smoothed (g−z)o colour distribution
for 762 GCs with ACS photometry and galactocentric radii from
40′′to 90′′in NGC 4486. Vertical lines correspond to the TV P
colours. Black dots indicate the colour peaks found by the PFR.
photometry presented in Forte et al. (2013) for an offset
field in NGC 4486. This field includes 522 GC candidates
that also have Washington C and T1 photometry given in
FFG07.
As a first step, an analysis of the griz colours was per-
formed in an attempt to remove field interlopers. This pro-
cedure left 457 objects with colours that are fully compatible
with those of old GCs. The (g − z)o vs (C − T1)o colour-
colour diagram for these objects is shown in Fig. 8. The
straight line in this figure corresponds to a bi-sector fit (i.e.,
taking into account the photometric errors on both axes):
(C − T1)o = 1.287.(g − z)o + 0.027 (1)
(with coefficient uncertainties of ± 0.012 and ± 0.014, re-
spectively).
The analysis of the residuals of this fit does not show
any systematic trend or deviation from linearity with colour.
This relation then allows a link between the (g − z)o
TV P colours and those in the (C − T1)o colour scale, with
uncertainties below ±0.015 mag., yielding: 0.98, 1.12, 1.25,
1.38, 1.48, 1.58, 1.69, 1.82, 1.93, 2.09, 2.23.
5 THE GCCD IN THE OUTER REGIONS OF
NGC 4486
5.1 The GCCD in NGC 4486 for galactocentric
radii between 90 and 240 arcsec.
The (C−T1)o GCCD for 2048 cluster candidates with galac-
tocentric radii from 90′′ to 240′′ (with a complete areal cov-
erage) is displayed in Fig. 9. This sample corresponds to a
magnitude range T1o from 20.0 to 24.0, i.e., some 0.5 mag.
brighter than the photometric cut-off in FFG07. The PFR
detects seven peaks compatible with the TV P [in the colour
MNRAS 000, 1–?? (2018)
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Figure 8. The (g − z)o vs. (C − T1)o colour relation. Dots cor-
respond to 457 GC candidates, taken from Forte et al. (2013),
whose colours are compatible with those of old GCs (see text).
range from (C − T1)o = 1.12 to 1.82] with an rms of 0.023
mag. (or 0.018 mag. in a (g − z) colour scale). This value
is comparable with those that characterize the GCCDs in
Virgo galaxies, as discussed in Section 2 and 3. In fact, there
is a clear similitude between Fig. 9 and Fig. 5, correspond-
ing to GCs associated with the moderately bright galaxies.
This similitude indicates that, as a whole, the NGC4486
GCs in this galactocentric range, have chemical abundances
comparable to those in the bright galaxies sample listed in
Table 1.
Fig. 9 also shows a feature at (C − T1)o = 1.04 that
has not been found in the other galaxies and whose nature
is discussed in Section 6.
Colour peaks redder than (C − T1)o = 1.82 are barely
detectable and have not been included in the estimate of the
rms values (constrained to the (C − T1) range from 0.93 to
1.87 in what follows). Only 8 percent of the cluster popula-
tion in this sample are redder than (C − T1) =1.87 (making
difficult the eventual detection of the reddest peaks).
The GCs sample within this region was analysed as a
function of the T1o magnitude aiming at detecting the GCs
magnitude range where, eventually, the colour pattern would
be better defined.
Fig. 10 is the GCCD corresponding to 588 clusters with
T1o =20.0 to T1o =22.0 These objects probably include a
fraction of UCD objects overlapped with the brightest GCs
(e.g. Zhang et al. 2018). This sample is clearly dominated
by blue GCs and the pattern features are poorly defined
(rms = 0.034).
After adopting different ranges in the T1o magnitudes,
the best definition of the TV P corresponds to clusters with
T1o =22.0 to T1o =23.7 (rms = 0.019), shown in Fig. 11,
and includes 1240 GCs. The [1.04] feature is clearly seen in
this diagram.
Finally, the faintest sample, corresponding to T1o =23.7
Figure 9. Globular cluster (C−T1)o colour distribution for 2048
objects with galactocentric radii from 90′′to 240′′and T1o =21.0
to 24.0 in NGC 4486. Dots indicate the colour peaks detected
by the PFR routine. Vertical dashed lines indicate the (C − T1)
components of the TV P .
to T1o =24.00, and including 242 GCs, exhibits the GCCD
depicted in Fig. 12 (rms =0.039). As expected, the TV P
does not seem to be detectable in this sample as a conse-
quence of the larger photometric errors as well as for the
presence of an increasing number of field interlopers.
5.2 The GCCD in NGC 4486 for galactocentric
radii between 240′′and 390′′.
This region has an areal coverage of 80 percent in FFG07
and its GCCD, displayed in Fig. 13, shows a single domi-
nat blue peak and a rather disordered pattern with a large
rms value of 0.035 mag. In principle, this result would indi-
cate that the colour pattern is absent within that range of
galactocentric radius.
A further test about this result was performed by
analysing the GCCDs on galactocentric annuli 30′′wide. On
these annuli, the PFR generates the catalogue that allows
the determination of the relative frequency of the colour
peaks (a treatment similar to that described in Section 3),
as well as the colour shift that brings the colour pattern
within a given galactocentric annulus into agreement with
the TV P (by minimizing the colour rms values as explained
before).
The number of GCs within each annulus and the colour
differences, are listed in Table 2. We note that the FFG07
photometry of GCs in NGC 4486 has a complete areal cov-
erage inRgal between 90
′′ and 390′′ and position angles (N to
E) from 90◦ to 270◦ (that corresponds to fifty percent of the
total area) and that, in order to preserve an even coverage of
the relative area of each annulus, the PFR was run within
these galactocentric limits. The GCs magnitude range was
MNRAS 000, 1–?? (2018)
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Figure 10. Globular cluster (C−T1)o colour distribution for 588
objects with galactocentric radii from 90′′to 240′′and T1o =20.0
to 22.0, in NGC 4486. Dots indicate the colour peaks detected
by the PFR routine. Vertical dashed lines indicate the (C − T1)
components of the TV P .
Table 2. GCs Number of globular clusters and colour differences
between the TV P and the patterns found in different annular
rings in NGC 4486.
Gal. range (arcsec) (g − z)o colour diff. N of GCs
90-120 +0.02 176
120-150 +0.02 149
150-180 0.00 220
180-210 0.00 180
210-240 0.00 180
240-270 +0.04 179
270-300 +0.08 190
300-330 +0.08 190
330-360 +0.09 194
360-390 +0.10 195
set from T1o =19.2 to 23.7 (corresponding to go≈20.0 to
24.5).
The relative frequency of the colour peaks based on 1853
GCs, without any colour shift, is displayed in Fig. 14. Eight
peaks redder than (C − T1)o =1.38 have good coincidences
with the TV P colours (rms =±0.015). However, bluer peaks
are in clear disagreement.
Fig. 15 exhibits the colour differences listed in Table 2
(with signs changed) plotted as a function of galactocentric
radius. This figure indicates that the TV P is detected with
a consistent blueward trend as the galactocentric radius in-
creases beyond ≈ 240′′. Thus, GCs in this galactocentric
range seem to have a lower chemical abundance level com-
pared to those in the inner region of the galaxy (see previous
Section). Tentatively, this blueward trend can be identified
with the GCs galactocentric colour gradient found by Forte
Figure 11. Globular cluster (C−T1)o colour distribution for 1240
objects with galactocentric radii from 90′′to 240′′and T1o =22.0
to 23.7, in NGC 4486. Dots indicate the colour peaks detected
by the PFR routine. Vertical dashed lines indicate the (C − T1)
components of the TV P .
et al. (2012), indicated as a dashed line. This gradient cor-
responds to : [∆(C − T1)/∆(Rgal)]=2.6×10−4 mag./′′ (for
12 Gy old GCs).
The adoption of the colour shifts listed in Table 2,
leads to the relative frequency of the colour peaks depicted
in Fig. 16, where, on one side, the peaks increase their
contrast (compared to those in Fig. 14) and, on the other,
leads to a nearly complete correspondence with the TV P
colours(and a rms of 0.018).
Finally, the GCCDs displayed in Fig. 17 and Fig. 18,
correspond to T1o magnitude ranges of 20.0 to 24.0 and 22.0
to 23.7, respectively. This last diagram, defined within the
T1o magnitude range where the pattern is better defined,
displays the feature at [1.04] and also, coincidences with all
the TV P components, starting with the peak at [1.12].
5.3 The GCCD in NGC 4486 for galactocentric
radii between 90′′and 390′′.
The composite GCCDs, after combining the results dis-
cussed in the two previous subsections, and for two magni-
tude ranges (T1o =20.0 to 24.0 and T1o =22 to 23.7), are pre-
sented in Fig. 19 (rms =0.019) and Fig. 20 (rms =0.017), re-
spectively. Both diagrams display essentially the same colour
patterns. This region covers an area about seven times larger
than a typical ACS frame and includes a contamination level
by field interlopers between 10 and 15 percent at a limiting
magnitude T1 =23.7 (see Section 4), i. e., 200 to 250 ob-
jects. These field interlopers may produce spurious peaks
that eventually smear-out the TV P pattern.
The persistence of the TV P as a function of spatial
distribution is confirmed in Fig. 21 and Fig. 22, correspond-
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Figure 12. Globular cluster (C−T1)o colour distribution for 242
objects with galactocentric radii from 90′′to 240′′and T1o =23.7
to 24.0, in NGC 4486. Dots indicate the colour peaks detected
by the PFR routine. Vertical dashed lines indicate the (C − T1)
components of the TV P .
Figure 13. (C−T1)o GGCD for 1800 clusters with galactocentric
radii from 240′′to 390′′and T1o =20.0 to 24.0 in NGC 4486. Dots
are colour peaks found by the PFR. Vertical lines indicate the
TV P colours.
ing to the GCCDs for objects with T1o =22.0 to 23.7 and
position angles from 0◦to 180◦ (rms =0.018) and 180◦to
360◦ (rms =0.017), respectively.
On the other side, the behaviour of the TV P for differ-
ent ranges of the T1o magnitude, after adopting the colour
shifts listed in Table 2, is displayed in Fig. A1 to Fig. A5.
Figure 14. Relative frequency of (C−T1)o colour peaks (without
any colour shift) derived from data listed in Table 2. Vertical
lines correspond to the TV P colours. A disagreement between
the TV P colours is evident for peaks bluer than (C−T1)o= 1.38.
Figure 15. (C − T1)o colour difference between the colour pat-
tern observed within a given galactocentric range, indicated by
the horizontal lines, and the TV P colours. The dashed line (arbi-
trarily shifted downwards) corresponds to the GC colour gradient
mentioned in the text.
The first of these diagrams corresponds to 946 objects with
T1o from 20.0 to 22.0. This GCCD has a dominant and sin-
gle blue peak [(C − T1)o =1.25]. As noted previously, some
degree of contamination by ultra compact objects can be ex-
pected in this range of magnitude. In turn, Fig. A2 (T1o =
22.0 to 22.7; 816 objects), Fig. A3 (T1o = 22.7 to 23.25; 777
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Figure 16. Relative frequency of (C−T1)o colour peaks derived
from data listed in Table 2. Vertical lines correspond to the TV P
colours. The GC colours have been shifted according to the values
indicated in the text.
objects), and Fig. A4 (T1o = 23.25 to 23.7; 785 objects),
show the presence of seven to eight TV P features. These
ranges in T1 magnitude were set in order to include an ap-
proximately similar number of cluster candidates (≈800 ob-
jects). The blue peak at (1.04) is seen in both Fig. A2 and
Fig. A3.
Fig. A5 corresponds to 1212 objects with T1o from 23.7
to 24.5. In this sample the TV P is not detectable as a con-
sequence of the larger photometric errors as well as the pre-
sumably increasing number of field interlopers.
In turn, Fig. 23 shows the smoothed colour-magnitude
diagram (similar to that introduced in Fig. 6). In this dia-
gram, that includes 3324 GCs, we set a magnitude cut off
at T1o =23.70, as fainter clusters do not show the TV P (see
Fig. 12). The contour of the assymetric convolving kernel
(0.25 mag. in T1o and 0.019 mag. in (C − T1) is displayed
at upper right. Again, as in Fig. 6, the GCCD seems highly
structured and in concordance with the TV P colours.
Besides the two dominant blue peaks, at [1.12] and
[1.25], Fig. 23 suggests the presence of several bluer com-
ponents, being the feature at [1.04] the most prominent one.
6 THE INTEGRATED GC LUMINOSITY
FUNCTIONS OF THE TVP COMPONENTS
IN NGC 4486.
The integrated luminosity function (LF in what follows) cor-
responding to 2931 GCs with (C − T1) colours from 0.93 to
2.28 (and normalized by the total number of clusters) is
displayed in Fig. A6. As expected, this distribution can be
properly represented with a Gaussian function characterized
by a mean magnitude T1o=23.3 and a dispersion σT1 = 1.3
mag, also shown in this and in figures A7 to A16. The turn-
over magnitude is consistent with that derived by Villegas
Figure 17. Globular cluster (C−T1)o colour distribution for 1800
objects with galactocentric radii from 240′′to 390′′and T1o =20.0
to 24.0 in NGC 4486. Dots indicate the colour peaks detected
by the PFR routine. Vertical dashed lines indicate the (C − T1)
components of the TV P . Colours have been corrected according
to the values listed in Table 2.
Figure 18. Globular cluster (C−T1)o colour distribution for 1100
objects with galactocentric radii from 240′′to 390′′and T1o =22.0
to 23.7, in NGC 4486. Dots indicate the colour peaks detected
by the PFR routine. Vertical dashed lines indicate the (C − T1)
components of the TV P . Colours have been corrected according
to the values listed in Table 2.
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Figure 19. Globular cluster (C−T1)o colour distribution for 3848
objects with galactocentric radii from 90′′to 390′′and T1o =20.0
to 24.0 in NGC 4486. Dots indicate the colour peaks detected by
the PFR routine. Vertical dashed lines indicate the (C−T1) com-
ponents of the TV P . Colours have been corrected as explained in
the text.
Figure 20. Globular cluster (C−T1)o colour distribution for 2389
objects with galactocentric radii from 90′′to 390′′and T1o =22 to
23.7 in NGC 4486. Dots indicate the colour peaks detected by the
PFR routine. Vertical dashed lines indicate the (C−T1) compo-
nents of the TV P . Colours have been corrected as explained in
the text.
Figure 21. Globular cluster (C−T1)o colour distribution for 1201
objects with galactocentric radii from 90′′to 390′′and T1o =22
to 23.7 and position angles from 0◦to 180◦in NGC 4486. Dots
indicate the colour peaks detected by the PFR routine. Verti-
cal dashed lines indicate the (C − T1) components of the TV P .
Colours have been corrected as explained in the text.
Figure 22. Globular cluster (C−T1)o colour distribution for 1181
objects with galactocentric radii from 90′′to 390′′and T1o =22 to
23.7, and position angles from 180◦to 360◦in NGC 4486. Dots
indicate the colour peaks detected by the PFR routine. Verti-
cal dashed lines indicate the (C − T1) components of the TV P .
Colours have been corrected as explained in the text.
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Figure 23. Smoothed colour-magnitude diagram for 3324 GCs
with galactocentric radii from 90′′to 390′′and T1o =20.0 to 23.7,
and adopting the colour shifts listed in Table 2. The vertical lines
correspond to the TV P colours. White dots represent individual
GCs. The contour of the convolving kernel is shown at upper
right.
et al. (2010). All these diagrams include the size of the con-
volving kernel (adopted for Figs. 6 and 23) which is about 5
percent of the total range in the T1o magnitude.
In order to explore the nature of the colour peaks that
define the TV P , we analysed the characteristics of both
the distribution of the GCs on the sky and of their in-
tegrated T1o luminosity functions. This analysis was per-
formed adopting 0.1 mag. colour windows centered at the
detectable TV P components and also at the [1.04] feature.
The nature of the [1.04] colour peak is intriguing. This
feature, and in general objects bluer than (C − T1) = 1.17,
share similar and very shallow spatial distributions. Their
LFs, shown in Fig. A7, A8, and A9 are also similar and
steeper than the Gaussian that gives a good representation
of the whole GC sample. It is tempting to suggest that, at
least a fraction, of this population of GC candidates are
in fact members of the so called ”Virgo Intra Cluster GC
population” (e.g. Ko et al. 2017) although this cannot be
proven just on photometric data.
The remaining TV P components show a variable degree
of concentration towards the galaxy centre, that increases
with redder colours.
In general, the LFs shown in Fig. A7 to A16 are broadly
consistent with the Gaussian approximation shown in Fig.
A6 (i.e., the observed counts are within ≈ 3 times the ex-
pected Poissonian deviations). However, the clarification of
the nature of some ”clumps” in these figures will require fur-
ther photometric and spectroscopic data.
7 CONCLUSIONS
In summary, this paper reports that:
(i) A revision of the TV P colours, after increasing the
GCs sample by a factor of three, compared to that dis-
cussed in F2017, confirms that the pattern is a solid feature
detectable in the 27 brightest Virgo galaxies, including 12
giant galaxies not considered in that work.
(ii) After grouping the GCs in these 27 galaxies in three
independent samples, each with approximately the same
number of objects (≈ 1400 clusters), the GCCDs exhibit
between six and eight colour peaks that are compatible with
the components of the TV P presented in F2017.
(iii) At least seven of the TV P components are readily
detectable in NGC 4486, for GCs having ACS photometry,
and Rgal from 40
′′to 90′′.
(iv) In turn, a new analysis of the photometry in the C
and T1o filters (Washington system) presented in FFG07 for
GCs in NGC 4486, indicates that the TV P is detectable on
the (C−T1)o colours in a galactocentric range Rgal from 90′′
to 240′′ without requiring any colour shift. This GC sample
includes some 2000 objects and does not overlap with the
ACS clusters of the inner regions of the galaxy.
(v) Clusters with Rgal from 240
′′ to 390′′ require redward
colour shifts in order to match the colour patterns in differ-
ent galactocentric annuli in NGC 4486 to the TV P colours .
As a whole, these shifts are compatible with the GCs galac-
tocentric colour gradient determined in Forte et al. (2012)
and suggest that these clusters have lower chemical abun-
dances than those that defined the TV P .
(vi) The adoption of a distance modulus of 31.1 for the
Virgo cluster (e.g. Tonry et al. 2001), then indicates that
the TV P is detectable, at least, in a galactocentric range of
3 to 30 Kpc (40′′to 390′′).
(vii) The presence of the TV P is not only detectable at
different galactocentric radii but also when the GCs sample
in the whole galactocentric range from 90′′to 390′′is split as
a function of position angle (e.g., from 0◦to 180◦and from
180◦to 360◦).
(viii) The detection of the TV P on top of the clusters
colour gradient in NGC 4486, suggests that these features
were eventually imprinted during the dissipative collapse
stage of the formation of the galaxy.
(ix) Globally, the TV P components are detectable on the
two cluster (blue and red) sub populations that define the
broad GCs colour ”bi-modality” in NGC 4486 (see, for ex-
ample, FFG07).
(x) The presence of the TV P pattern on both the (g−z)o
and (C − T1)o colours, and in different GCs samples, gives
a strong argument to reject instrumental effects as the ori-
gin of that pattern. Another argument in the same sense is
provided by the fact that the TV P is not evident neither for
GCs belonging to galaxies fainter than Mg =-18.2, nor for
clusters inside a galactocentric radius of 40′′in giant galax-
ies. Other causes, as contamination by field interlopers or
statistical fluctuations were already rejected in F2017.
(xi) The existence of two blue GCs components, with (g−
z)o=0.85 and 0.95 respectively, and most evident for clusters
in moderately bright galaxies (i.e. Mg =-20.2 to -19.2), is
consistent with a similar situation detectable in the outer
regions of NGC 4486 (with corresponding colour peaks at
(C − T1)o = 1.12 and 1.25).
(xii) Regarding the eventual ”universality” of the TV P
(and as noted in F2017), each GC system might have clus-
ters that are part of its own history (including galaxy merg-
ers, etc.) as well as other clusters that eventually formed
in connection with the TV P . Because of this, the TV P de-
tectability would depend on each particular case. However,
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the pattern emerges even in massive galaxies with presum-
ably complex histories, as NGC 4486, discussed in this pa-
per.
A tentative explanation for the colour patterns, given in
F2017, suggests that an external mechanism has been able
to modulate the GCs formation over supra-galactic spatial
scales in a kind of viral process, at high redshifts, and fol-
lowing what seems to be a temporal sequence. If this is the
situation, the effect of such a putative phenomenon might
also have left its signature early on the diffuse stellar popu-
lation of these galaxies.
The lack of substantial evidence supporting a
given candidate mechanism (AGN activity ? sub-cluster
merger events ?) that could be responsible for the
GCs colour pattern, defines the current situation as a
supra− galactic conundrum (”...a question or problem
having only a conjectural answer”; Merriam-Webster dictio-
nary) that deserves further exploration.
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APPENDIX A: ADDITIONAL DIAGRAMS.
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Figure A1. Globular cluster (C−T1)o colour distribution for 946
objects with galactocentric radii from 90′′to 390′′and T1o =20.0
to 22.0 in NGC 4486. Dots indicate the colour peaks detected by
the PFR routine. Vertical dashed lines indicate the (C−T1) com-
ponents of the TV P . Colours have been corrected as explained in
the text.
Figure A2. Similar to Fig. A1 for 816 objects with T1o =22.00
to 22.70.
Figure A3. Similar to Fig. A1 for 777 objects with T1o =22.70
to 23.25.
Figure A4. Similar to Fig. A1 for 785 objects with T1o =23.25
to 23.70.
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Figure A5. Similar to Fig. A1 for 1212 objects with T1o =23.70
to 24.50.
Figure A6. Integrated GCs luminosity function for 2782 GC can-
didates with galactocentric radii from 90′′ to 390′′ and (C−T1)o
colours from 0.93 to 2.28. The solid line corresponds to a refer-
ence Gaussian fit (see text). Vertical bars indicate the counting
uncertainties (see text).The horizontal bar at upper left shows the
size of the convolving kernel used in Figs. 6 and 23.
Figure A7. Similar to Fig. A6 but for 275 GC candidates with
(C − T1)o colours from 0.93 to 1.03.
Figure A8. Similar to Fig. A6 but for 352 GC candidates with
(C − T1)o colours from 0.99 to 1.09.
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Figure A9. Similar to Fig. A6 but for 516 GC candidates with
(C − T1)o colours from 1.07 to 1.17.
Figure A10. Similar to Fig. A6 but for 599 GC candidates with
(C − T1)o colours from 1.20 to 1.30.
Figure A11. Similar to Fig. A6 but for 361 GC candidates with
(C − T1)o colours from 1.33 to 1.43.
Figure A12. Similar to Fig. A6 but for 337 GC candidates with
(C − T1)o colours from 1.43 to 1.53.
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Figure A13. Similar to Fig. A6 but for 277 GC candidates with
(C − T1)o colours from 1.53 to 1.63.
Figure A14. Similar to Fig. A6 but for 272 GC candidates with
(C − T1)o colours from 1.64 to 1.74.
Figure A15. Similar to Fig. A6 but for 253 GC candidates with
(C − T1)o colours from 1.77 to 1.87.
Figure A16. Similar to Fig. A6 but for 149 GC candidates with
(C − T1)o colours from 1.88 to 1.98.
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